
A User s Guide to the  
Delaware Canal  

Landmark and Mileage Chart 
 



The History of the Chart 

In 2002, Peter Sperry, a member of the Friends  
Board of Directors, took on the task of 
documenting the locations of the structures, 
landmarks, and amenities along the 58.9-mile 
Canal from the Bristol Lagoon to Easton. 
 
After four years of research, measurement, and 
compilation, the Landmarks and Mileage Chart 
made its debut in 2006.  It is now in its sixth 
edition. 
 
It has become a primary reference tool for use 
by visitors, planners, engineers, and State Park 
staff.  



The Original Information Source – 
Survey Strip Maps 

A series of 92 strip maps 
contained in a 1964 
Canal survey were the 
primary data source for 
the Chart. 
 
The initial set of latitude /
longitude position data 
for landmarks and mile 
points was extracted 
from the strip maps after 
digitizing and calibrating 
with mapping software 
according to the survey 
grid  on the maps.  
Supplemental feature 
positions were obtained 
either directly with a 
GPS unit, or using the 
Google Earth 
application. 



How To Use the Chart 

•! The chart is color coded by type of landmark. 
–!            Pink = Location of a Canal Lock 

–!            Aqua = Location of an Aqueduct 

–!            Light Blue = Location of other Canal Structures (e.g. Waste gates) 
–!            Green = Location of a Camelback Bridge 

–!            Yellow = Municipal Boundary 



How To Use the Chart 

•! The chart is also color coded by type of amenity. 
–!            Grey = Location of a Parking Area 

–!            Green = Location of a Picnic Area 

–!            Blue = Location of a Restroom 



Here s an example. 

 The Black Rock Road location along the Canal in Yardley has 
parking, a picnic area, and restrooms. 



The chart provides other important information such as 
the GPS coordinates. 

You can use these coordinates with a map locator such as Google Maps, separating 
each set of coordinates with a space. Then click Search Maps  to view the map. 



The Chart provides information on 

street locations 



And Canal Structures 
With descriptions and names used both recently or in the past. 

 



The most utilized information on the chart is the mileage 
data. The mileage along the entire 58.9 miles of the 
canal is calculated based on the distance from Bristol. If 
you are planning a walk, you can easily calculate the 
distance between two points using simple subtraction. 



Traveling 
North 

Here are two examples 
•! Starting at the Virginia Forrest Recreation Area take a short walk north or 

south to grab some lunch. 
–! Going north to Lumberville and the Lumberville General Store is 1.94 miles (30.914 

minus 28.967) or 3.9 miles round trip. 

–! Going south to Dilly s Corner is 1.29 miles (28.967 minus 27.681) or 2.6 miles round-
trip. 

Traveling 
South 



Traveling 
North 

Planning Your Trip 
Take a day and visit all of the camelback bridges 

–! Use the chart to locate the bridges (They are highlighted 
in green) 

–! Then locate the nearest parking area and calculate the 
distance to the bridge. 

Example: Visit Sommer s Bridge in Yardley at mile 14.693. 
–! Park at I-295 Park and Ride Lot – mile 15.227 
–! Walk south ! mile (15.227 minus14.693 = .534 miles) 



There is a lot to explore along the 
Delaware Canal 

 

Covered bridge in Uhlerstown 
 Mile 39.945 

Gallow s Run Aqueduct in Kintnersville 
 Mile 47.162 



Pedestrian Bridge linking PA to NJ in Lumberville 
Mile 30.914 

Tohickon Aqueduct in Point Pleasant 
 Mile 32.750 



Grundy Mill on the Bristol Lagoon 
 Mile 1 

Railroad trestle over Canal in Yardley 
 Mile 13.305 



Flora and Fauna Abound 





Delaware Canal  
Landmarks and Mileage Chart 

The Best Tool Ever! 
 
 

https://www.fodc.org/about-the-canal/landmarks-and-mileage/ 




